
1. Introduction
What caused the atmospheric pCO2 (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 ) drawdown by ∼90 ppm during glacial times (Lüthi et al., 2008) is 

one of the most contentious questions in earth science. The ocean has been acknowledged as the primary sink 
of the atmospheric carbon, as it is the largest active carbon reservoir operating at the glacial-interglacial (G-IG) 
timescales (Hülse et al., 2017; Sigman et al., 2020). Ocean processes, both physical and biogeochemical, are 
therefore intricately involved in air-sea carbon partitioning.

Distribution of freshwater, heat, and geochemical tracers throughout the interior of the global ocean is determined 
mainly by the two meridional overturning circulation (MOC) cells (Marshall & Speer, 2012; Talley, 2013). Both 
cells originate in the polar region, with Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) formation in the high-latitude Southern 
Ocean (SO) and North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) formation in the subpolar North Atlantic (NA). During 
glacial times, cooling of the polar regions leads to large-scale reorganization of the upper and deep cells of the 
MOC, featuring a shoaling of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC; Curry & Oppo, 2005; 
Lippold et al., 2012), associated with a more stratified deep ocean (Adkins, 2002).

Several processes in the high-latitude SO have been suggested to be central in explaining 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 drawdown 

during G-IG cycles. First, a more stratified deep ocean might hold more carbon by reducing the exchange between 
the deep and surface ocean (Ferrari et al., 2014; Hain et al., 2010; Sigman & Boyle, 2000). Second, expansion of 

Abstract Among mechanisms accounting for atmospheric pCO2 drawdown during glacial periods, 
processes operating in the North Atlantic (NA) and Southern Ocean (SO) have been proposed to be critical. 
Their individual and synergic effects during a course of glaciation, however, remain enigmatic. We conducted 
simulations to examine these effects at idealized glacial stages. Under early-glacial-like conditions, cooling in 
the SO can trigger an initial pCO2 drawdown while the associated sea ice expansion has little impact on air-sea 
gas exchange. Under later glacial-like conditions, further cooling in the NA enhances ocean carbon uptake 
due to a stronger solubility pump, and the SO-induced stronger deep stratification prevents carbon exchange 
between the deep and upper ocean. Meanwhile, strengthened dust deposition increases the SO contribution to 
the global biological pump, and CO2 outgassing is suppressed by fully extended sea ice cover. More carbon is 
then stored in the deep Pacific, acting as a passive reservoir.

Plain Language Summary CO2 is one of the most important “greenhouse” gases that drive global 
climate changes. Tens of thousands of years ago, during the glacial time (known as the “ice age”), atmospheric 
CO2 was much lower than today. Research has shown that processes in different ocean regions, such as the 
Southern Ocean (SO) and North Atlantic (NA), made essential contributions to the glacial CO2 drawdown. 
However, the interplay between these processes remains unclear. Here, using an ocean general circulation 
model coupled with an atmospheric box that includes active air-sea CO2 exchange, we examined the key 
processes at idealized stages of a glacial cycle. We found that: at an early stage, surface cooling in the SO 
triggers the CO2 decrease by shortening the time for air-sea CO2 exchange; during a late stage, the SO and NA 
cooling act collaboratively to store more carbon in the deep ocean, where the SO plays a more determining 
role. Pacific seems to be a passive carbon pool during glaciation. Sea ice expansion hinders CO2 outgassing 
increasingly over the course of glaciation. Further CO2 decrease is achieved by a larger contribution of the SO 
to the global biological carbon pump.
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sea ice-covered area in the SO could prevent ocean outgassing and enhance oceanic carbon storage (Marzocchi 
& Jansen, 2019; Stein et al., 2020; Stephens & Keeling, 2000). Third, higher iron supply in the SO during peak 
glacial times would drive 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 down by stimulating biological productivity (Yamamoto et al., 2019), that is, 

the Iron Hypothesis (Martin, 1990). On the other hand, due to the drastic cooling of the high-latitude NA during 
the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM; ∼21 ka), the enhanced solubility pump may make the surface carbon uptake 
in the NA two times more efficient compared to the Holocene state (Yu et al., 2019). A modeling study further 
shows that the impact per unit area of SST change on 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 is much larger in the high-latitude NA than in other 

regions (Kurahashi-Nakamura et al., 2010). The deep North Pacific (NP) is a significant oceanic carbon reservoir 
and recent multiproxy reconstructions demonstrate a Pacific-wide increase in respired carbon storage during the 
last ice age, which is attributed to changes in physics and biological productivity originating in the SO rather 
than in the Pacific itself (Jacobel et al., 2019; Rae & Broecker, 2018). Nevertheless, the relationship of changes 
in physics and biological productivity in different ocean regions and their working together on glacial pCO2 
drawdown remains elusive.

The glacial 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 drawdown can be divided into different stages (Kohfeld & Chase, 2017, Figure S1a in Support-

ing Information S1). During the last glacial cycle, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 decreased roughly by ∼35, ∼40, and ∼10 ppm between 

Marine Isotope Stages (MIS) 5e to 5d, MIS 5a to 4, and MIS 3 to 2, respectively. These steps of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 decrease 

may reflect different CO2-lowering processes acting in a sequential manner during glaciation. For example, the 
SO sea ice appears to have expanded at the glacial inception (Wolff et al., 2006), while the final establishment of 
deep stratification may have occurred at MIS 4 (Oliver et al., 2010). Iron fertilization occurred only in the coldest 
stages of the glacial cycle, especially at LGM (e.g., Martinez-Garcia et al., 2014). Since these processes happen 
at different stages of a glacial cycle, a specific process would either have impacts across the full course of glacial 
cycles or just over a specific time interval. In this study, we conduct idealized snapshot simulations to investigate 
the impacts of operating processes on glacial 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 drawdown. Since temporal changes in SST and sea ice are 

spatially distinct in the course of glaciation, we use simulations with stepwise changes in these forcing factors as 
a surrogate to investigate the role of surface cooling and sea ice expansion at different stages of a glacial cycle. 
The impact of iron fertilization is also tested in experiments under corresponding glacial conditions. Note that the 
aim of this study is not to reproduce a transient 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 drawdown process mimicking the last glacial cycle but to 

identify key processes accounting for the stepwise 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 drawdown at different glacial stages.

2. Experimental Design
A state-of-the-art marine biogeochemical model (Regulated Ecosystem Model 2 [REcoM2]; Hauck et al., 2013) 
coupled to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology ocean general circulation model MITgcm (Campin 
et al., 2020; Marshall et al., 1997) with a dynamic and thermodynamic sea ice model (Losch et al., 2010), is used 
to simulate the ocean carbon cycle. Changes of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 is calculated with an atmospheric CO2 box in REcoM2 

(more details in Supporting Information S1).

To elaborate on the key processes driving the stepwise glacial 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 drawdown, we designed a series of snap-

shot experiments representing idealized interglacial, early-glacial, later- (or full-) glacial conditions, where the 
“later-glacial” is specified as the LGM-like state. The glacial stages are characterized by changes in different key 
processes (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1) and were simulated by using perturbed atmospheric forcings 
(see Supporting Information S1). Model outputs from a fully-coupled climate model study (Zhang et al., 2013, 
more details in Supporting Information S1) are used here as forcing fields, that is, the monthly data from the last 
100 years (1,200 months) of the 3,000-year Pre-Industrial (PI) run and the 4,000-year LGM run. The following 
experiments are presented in this paper (Table 1).

First, IG_ctl representing the interglacial conditions, driven by the PI forcing data. We are aware that orbital 
forcing and thus insolation might differ among different interglacials (e.g., Otto-Bliesner et al., 2021; Tzedakis 
et al., 2009). However, since the main focus is to assess the role of IG-G SST changes on the carbon cycle, we 
chose PI to represent general IG conditions for a generic process understanding. In addition, the carbon cycle in 
IG_ctl is corroborated and validated by observations, providing a basis for following sensitivity experiments (see 
Supporting Information S1).
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Second, six experiments examining the effects of cooling in a single ocean region (NA, NP, or SO) and a combi-
nation of several ocean regions. In these experiments, the PI heat flux in the forcing fields is replaced by LGM 
fields (see Supporting Information S1) so that the SST in specific ocean regions is lowered to the LGM level. We 
focus here mostly on the effect of cooling in the SO and NA because the AABW and NADW form in these two 
regions. For comparability, we also did experiments with cooling in the NP. They started from the interglacial 
condition (IG_ctl) with a part of the ocean cooled to the LGM state: IG_Gna, IG_Gp and IG_Gso for cooling in 
three single ocean regions: NA, NP, and SO, respectively; IG_Gns, IG_Gps and IG_Gnps for cooling combined 
by two (NA and SO or NP and SO) or three regions (NA, NP, and SO), respectively. Primarily, these experi-
ments serve to distinguish the effects of different processes and understand their synergy. They are therefore 
not designed to reproduce specific glacial stages. Nevertheless, some of them can represent key characteristics 
of an earlier or later glacial stage, hinting roles of associated key operating processes. For example, proxies 
showed that during the early glacial time (roughly MIS 5e to 5d), the surface SO experienced a drastic cooling of 
∼2.5°C, close to the temperature at the LGM (Figure S1d in Supporting Information S1). During this period, the 
SO sea ice also expanded (Figure S1e in Supporting Information S1), in agreement with the results of IG_Gso 
(Figure 2a). Therefore, we consider IG_Gso as an idealized early-glacial condition. We also assumed that IG_Gns 
to some extent represents a later-glacial physical condition, since the deep-water formation regions in both hemi-
spheres are cooled to the LGM state in this experiment, which could produce an LGM-like deep ocean. This 
assumption is verified by analysis of the experiment results (Section 3 and 4).

Third, two iron fertilization experiments with the glacial dust deposition over the SO: IG_Gd under otherwise 
interglacial conditions and IG_Gnsd combined with cooling in the NA and SO. The latter might represent a 
later glacial-like period when a typical cold and dry glacial state is established (e.g., LGM; Martínez-García 
et al., 2014; Shaffer & Lambert, 2018) and dust deposition is enhanced.

Fourth, G_ctl represents the full maximal glacial conditions. The forcing fields of this simulation were taken from 
the LGM (∼21 ka) simulation (the LGMW experiment; Zhang et al., 2013), with an LGM dust deposition map 
(Albani et al., 2014).

Additionally, four experiments, with a “_nice” setup (“Use_nice” column in Table 1), were carried out to inves-
tigate the “barrier effect” of SO sea ice, in which the SO sea ice was ignored in calculating the air-sea CO2 

Experimental design and atmospheric box output

SO NA NP

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 (ppm) Diff. (ppm)

Use_nice 
(ppm)Exp. name Dust Cooling Cooling Cooling

IG_ctl IG x x x 276 – −1

IG_Gso IG ✓ x x 254 −22 −2

IG_Gna IG x ✓ x 282 +6 //

IG_Gp IG x x ✓ 278 +2 //

IG_Gns IG ✓ ✓ x 250 −26 +2

IG_Gps IG ✓ x ✓ 253 −23 //

IG_Gnps IG ✓ ✓ ✓ 244 −32 //

IG_Gd G x x x 263 −13 //

IG_Gnsd G ✓ ✓ x 235 −41 //

G_ctl G ✓ ✓ ✓ 223 −53 +6

Note. In Table 1, “SO,” “NA,” and “NP” refer to the Southern Ocean, the North Atlantic, and the North Pacific, respectively. 
In the “Dust” column, (interglacial) IG means the present-day dust deposition map is used, while G means the Last Glacial 
Maximum (LGM) dust deposition map is used. In the “Cooling” columns, “✓” means the specific region(s) is cooled to 
the LGM state while “x” means the region(s) remains at the interglacial temperature. In the “diff” column, the 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 

difference between the given experiment and “IG_ctl” is showed. In the “Use_nice” column, the 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 difference between 

the experiment with or without the “nice” setup (with “nice” setup means sea ice in the experiment does not prevent air-sea 
CO2 exchanges, see Section 2) is shown, indicating the barrier effects of the sea ice in the experiments.

Table 1 
Experimental Design and Atmospheric Box Output
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exchange. Other sea ice-associated processes, such as both physical (e.g., brine rejection) and biological (e.g., 
light penetration), were kept unchanged.

As these changes (i.e., surface cooling, sea ice expansion, and iron fertilization) differed clearly through the 
course of glaciation, our experiments enable to pin down key operating processes at different stages of the last 
glacial cycle, although we cannot reproduce transient features of glacial 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 drawdown.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Distinct Carbon Cycle Responses to the Northern/Southern Hemisphere Surface Cooling

Responses of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 to the imposed temperature change are substantially different between the experiments in 

which the SO and NA were cooled to the maximal glacial state individually or together (Table 1). 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 in IG_

Gso shows a considerable decrease of 22 ppm compared to IG_ctl, whereas a small increase of 6 ppm is obtained 
in IG_Gna. Combined cooling in the SO and NA (IG_Gns) results in a significantly larger 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 drawdown than 

adding up the 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 changes in IG_Gna and IG_Gso, indicating a nonlinear relationship of carbon sequestration 

processes in the SO and NA. Cooling in the NP generally results in minor changes in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 , unless combined 

with the SO and NA cooling (IG_Gnps). These distinct 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 responses to cooling in different regions can be 

explained based on changes in the ocean circulation (Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1) and marine carbon 
storage (Figure 1 and Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1). We here focus on four key experiments, namely 
IG_ctl, IG_Gso, IG_Gns, and G_ctl (Figure 1).

Due to the cooling and the consequential sea ice expansion in the SO (IG_Gso, Figure 1b), colder and saltier 
(hence denser) water forms at the surface and descends into the ocean interior as AABW. The model uses the KPP 
vertical mixing scheme by Large et al. (1994), which includes a Richardson-number dependent interior mixing, so 
changes in stratification affect diapycnal mixing. The increased stratification would hinder the diapycnal mixing 
between the two overturning cells, weakening the carbon exchange between them and keeping more carbon 
stored in the deep ocean. Another mechanism contributing to 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 drawdown is the shortening of surface SO 

exposure time (the transit time of a water mass in the southern branch of the SO circulation) (Stein et al., 2020). 
Following the calculation by Stein et al. the exposure time in IG_ctl, IG_Gso, IG_Gns, G_ctl is 315, 76, 58, and 
26 days, respectively (see Supporting Information S1 for the calculation). Under glacial (G_ctl) and interglacial 
conditions (IG_ctl), our results are in line with Stein et  al.  (2020). With shorter exposure time, carbon-rich 
upwelled waters cannot undergo complete gas exchange with the atmosphere, leading to higher carbon storage 
in the ocean. Hence, the carbon storage in the mid- to deep-Atlantic and the SO is enlarged (Figure 1b), leading 
to lower 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 . With the expansion of deep Pacific overturning circulation (Figure S3 in Supporting Informa-

tion S1) in the Pacific Ocean, more carbon leaks from the deep and intermediate waters into the surface ocean, 
resulting in a negative dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) anomaly in the deep NP.

In IG_Gna, the surface NA cooling results in a stronger (over 24 Sv) and deeper AMOC (Figure S3b in Support-
ing Information  S1), associated with a reduction of deep stratification (Figures S4b and S5b in Supporting 
Information S1). The vertical gradient of DIC thus decreases with a strong positive DIC anomaly in the upper 
overturning cell and a negative anomaly in the lower one (Figure S2b in Supporting Information S1). The positive 
DIC anomaly in the upper ocean promotes ocean outgassing and increases 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 , even though the solubility 

pump in the NA is enhanced due to cooling.

In IG_Gns, when both NA and SO cooling are considered, the combined effects of enhanced solubility pump and 
downward DIC transport by NADW in the NA with strengthened AABW formation and deep stratification in the 
SO (Figure 1c) promote more carbon storage in the deep Atlantic and SO than in experiment IG_Gso. Both the 
salinity and DIC anomaly in IG_Gns represent the later-glacial ocean state in the Atlantic and the SO, whereas 
the impact of the Pacific is neglected. Further, configured with the LGM boundary conditions, G_ctl represents 
the full glacial ocean.

Overall, these experiments reveal that the cooling of the SO can result in a marked 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 drawdown by strength-

ening deep stratification and shortening the surface exposure time for the air-sea gas exchange. Cooling in the 
NA mainly affects the solubility pump (Figure S6 in Supporting Information S1) and the deepwater formation 
(Figures S3–S5 in Supporting Information S1). Whether the carbon taken up by the enhanced solubility pump 
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can be stored in the deep ocean or not is, however, controlled by the existence of an enhanced AABW and thus 
an LGM-like stratified ocean. Cooling in the NP alone results in a negligible change in carbon storage (Table 1). 
Nevertheless, the NP can facilitate carbon storage when cooling in NA and SO is taken into account. Taken 
together, the SO processes initialize the long-term carbon uptake in the course of glaciation, after which the 
processes induced by cooling in NA and NP further promote carbon input into the ocean.

Figure 1. Dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) concentration (shaded) and salinity (contours, in ‰) transects in key experiments. In each plot, the transect runs from the 
North Pacific on the left, through the Southern Ocean in the middle, and to the North Atlantic on the right. Note that modeled DIC concentration and salinity in IG_ctl 
are shown in panel (a) whereas in panels (b–d) the anomalies are shown. In panels (b–d), positive salinity anomalies are shown as solid lines while negative values as 
dashed lines. Note that from IG_ctl to IG_Gso and then to IG_Gns, the deep ocean salinity in both the Atlantic and Pacific exhibits a clear increase, indicating gradual 
establishment of the deep stratification in these experiments.
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Figure 2.
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3.2. Climate-Dependent Roles of the SO Sea Ice Barrier Effects

The SO sea ice has been acknowledged to account for the glacial 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 drawdown. Comparing the two control 

runs IG_ctl and G_ctl, the modeled maximal SO sea ice cover grows by ∼100% during LGM (Figures S7a and 
S7b in Supporting Information S1). On the one hand, the stronger glacial sea ice formation (Gersonde et al., 2005) 
and subsequent brine rejection effects (Marzocchi & Jansen, 2017) might cause denser bottom water production 
and thus stronger deep stratification, as supported by the modeled salinity and carbon storage in the deep ocean 
(Figure 1). On the other hand, sea ice cover can act as a lid on sea surface, hindering the air-sea gas exchange, 
known as the so-called “barrier effect” (Kohfeld & Chase,  2017). Key regions at the high-latitude SO (e.g., 
Weddell Sea and Ross Sea) are the main locations of upwelling of the carbon-rich water from both deepwater 
cells. Thus, an extended sea ice cover could reduce the outgassing in the SO. Kohfeld and Chase (2017) proposed 
that the barrier effect drove the initial 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 drawdown at the last glacial inception.

To investigate the impact of the barrier effect, particularly regarding the expanding degree of SO sea ice and 
ocean circulation pattern under different climate states, we conducted four simulations with the *_nice setup (see 
Section 2, Table 1), in which sea ice was formed in the same way as in the corresponding simulations without 
the suffix "_nice", but the sea ice cover does not prevent the air-sea gas exchange. Under the LGM condition 
(G_ctl_nice vs. G_ctl), the barrier effect lowers 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 by 6 ppm, ∼10% of the modeled glacial 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 draw-

down, comparable to the fraction estimated in previous studies (Chikamoto et al., 2012; Khatiwala et al., 2019). 
Under the interglacial condition (IG_ctl_nice vs. IG_ctl), however, the barrier effect leads to a negligible 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 

change of 1 ppm. Similar 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 changes are simulated in the SO cooling experiments (IG_Gso/IG_Gso_nice), 

indicating the barrier effect may not contribute to the early-glacial 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 drawdown. When both the SO and the 

NA are cooled to the glacial state (IG_Gns vs. IG_Gns_nice) the 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 drawdown caused by the barrier effect 

increases to 2 ppm.

The nonlinear impact of sea ice cover on 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 indicates that not only the extension of sea ice cover plays a 

role, but the potential net carbon exchange prevented by the ice cover is also important, as can be seen in the sea 
surface-air pCO2 difference (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴CO2 , Figure 2a). In the interglacial state (IG_ctl), when 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 is high, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴CO2 

(namely 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO2(surface) − 𝐴𝐴CO2(atm) ) in the SO is overall negative, that is, without the barrier effect of sea 
ice, the SO would take up more CO2. During the full glacial state (G_ctl), however, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴CO2 is strongly positive 
beneath the permanent sea ice cover. This region would undergo intensive CO2 outgassing without the sea ice 
barrier, which outweighs the uptake tendency under the seasonal sea ice cover. Thus, how the sea ice cover affects 
the air-sea gas exchange strongly depends on the relative location of the ice cover and the 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴CO2 pattern. In 
IG_Gso and IG_Gns, the expansion of sea ice does not change significantly, whereas a positive 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴CO2 is found in 
IG_Gns in a larger area caused by the stronger stratification and lower 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 . The barrier effect of sea ice cover 

on ocean outgassing thus increases, when the climate background changes from the interglacial (IG_ctl) across 
the early glacial stage (IG_Gso) to the full glacial state (G_ctl).

3.3. Iron Fertilization and the Southern Ocean Contribution to the Global Export Production

We quantified the effect of iron fertilization on the marine biological carbon pump under interglacial (IG_Gd) as 
well as later glacial (IG_Gnsd) climate conditions. Under the interglacial condition (IG_Gd), the dust fertiliza-
tion over the SO results in a 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 drawdown of 13 ppm. Together with the cooling of SO and NA (IG_Gnsd), 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 decreases additionally by 15 ppm compared to IG_Gns. Modeled 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 drawdown(s) in these experi-

ments (IG_Gd vs. IG_ctl, and IG_Gnsd/IG_Gns) is generally in line with previous modeling work (∼42 to ∼16 
ppm) compiled by Gottschalk et al. (2019).

Iron fertilization during LGM does not lead to an increase of export production in our simulations. Both the 
global and SO EP in G_ctl (4.63/1.28 Gt C year −1) are lower than those in IG_ctl (6.05/1.38 Gt C year −1). It is 

Figure 2. (a) Modeled sea ice cover and sea-air 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴CO2 . Dashed/solid contours mark annual mean sea ice concentration = 0.9/0.15. Shaded area is 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴CO2 (calculated by 
𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO2(surface) − 𝐴𝐴CO2(atm) ). (b) Linear regression of modeled 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴∗ versus 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 ,where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴∗ = EP(SO)∕EP(Global) × 100% . EP refers to export production, defined as 

carbon sinks out of 100 m depth. The green line is the correlation between 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴∗ and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 , which can be described with 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
= 464.96 − 8.34 ×𝑅𝑅∗ , with 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴2 = 0.989 . 

The black-dashed line between IG_ctl and IG_Gd refers the 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 drawdown due to change in dust deposition under warmer (interglacial) conditions, while the 

line between IG_Gns and IG_Gnsd under colder conditions, with a greater slope. Key experiments in this study are shown as blue triangles (IG_ctl and three cooling 
experiments), squares (two iron fertilization experiments), and a cross (G_ctl). Details of these experiments are given in Table 1 and Section 2.
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still debated whether the EP (SO) in glacial periods was higher or lower than in interglacials. Based on paleocean-
ographic records, the EP in the Antarctic Zone is proposed to be lower while the EP in the Subantarctic Zone is 
higher (Ai et al., 2020; Jaccard et al., 2013; Kohfeld et al., 2005; Sigman et al., 2010). One model study showed 
that the glacial EP(SO) is overall higher despite the lower global EP (Yamamoto et al., 2019), while some other 
models argued that it may behave in an opposite way (Buchanan et al., 2016; Marzocchi & Jansen, 2019) caused 
by the low temperature and expanded sea ice area.

To explain how iron fertilization over the SO contributes to the 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 drawdown despite the lower export 

production, we defined the contribution of the SO export production [EP (SO)] to the global export production 
[EP (Global)], as 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴∗ = EP(SO)∕EP(Global) × 100% (Table S2 in Supporting Information S1). Iron fertilization 
increases 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴∗ under both colder (IG_Gnsd and IG_Gns) and warmer (IG_Gd vs. IG_ctl) conditions (dashed black 
lines in Figure  2b); while the increase of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴∗ under colder conditions acts more efficiently on 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 draw-

down than under warm conditions (slope of dashed black lines). These results reveal a higher efficiency of the 
marine biological pump during colder climate stages with high dust deposition: more biologically carbon fixa-
tion is shifted to the SO and can be transported into the ocean interior due to changes in ocean circulation and 
stratification.

4. Synthesis
It is challenging to investigate links between different mechanisms driving the 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 variability during glacial 

cycles. We here tentatively disentangle the roles of some key mechanisms in the ocean and their synergy at the 
different stages of glacial 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 drawdown. After examining the changes caused by single or combined mech-

anisms in idealized equilibrium snapshot experiments, we provide here a conceptual diagram to represent key 
processes accounting for 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 drawdown at different stages during a glacial cycle (Figure 3).

Under interglacial conditions, supply of the bioavailable iron in the SO is lower than that under glacial conditions, 
and the NA carbon uptake is rather weak due to the warm SSTs (Figure 3a). At the last glacial inception, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 

decreases by ∼35 ppm (Figure S1a in Supporting Information S1), with a drastic drop of the surface temperature 
in the SO (Figure S1d in Supporting Information S1), and a clear SO sea ice expansion (Figure S1e in Supporting 
Information S1), but the dust supply is still at the interglacial level (Martínez-García et al., 2014). It is thus plau-
sible to consider the SO cooling as the key mechanism accounting for 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 change. The experiment IG_Gso 

shows that the SO cooling can trigger an initial 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 drawdown by shortening the surface exposure time (as 

also proposed by Stein et al. (2020)) and establishing deep stratification (Figure 3b). Nevertheless, the experi-
ment with the same setup but ignoring the blocking effect of sea ice on the air-sea gas exchange (IG_Gso_nice) 
reveals that sea ice expansion during early-glacial time does not necessarily prevent ocean outgassing. Because 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO
atm

2
 is still sufficiently high, a vast ocean area characterized by the seasonal sea ice tends to take CO2 from the 

atmosphere (see the green-white block under the sea ice cover in Figure 3b). On the other hand, in IG_Gna the 
drastic cooling (∼8°C, much more than the ∼3°C cooling of the SO) does not lead to more ocean carbon storage, 
supporting that the cooling in the SO is the key driver of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 drawdown at the early-glacial time.

Associated with the cooling of the SO, the NA is also cooled to the glacial state in IG_Gns. Compared to IG_ctl, 
the colder and saltier AABW occupies a much larger volume in the ocean interior, increasing the deep carbon 
storage (Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1). Meanwhile, the NA uptake is more enhanced by the meridional 
SST gradients (Yu et al., 2019) compared to the interglacial state (Figure S6 in Supporting Information S1). It is 
noteworthy that the comparison of IG_Gns and IG_Gna (cooling in the NA) shows that the enhanced NA carbon 
sequestration is largely dependent on the deep ocean stratification established by the SO cooling, as cooling the 
NA alone even slightly increases 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 . This clearly demonstrates an interhemispheric synergy of processes in 

carbon sequestration and emphasizes the fundamental role of SO in providing a basis to store more carbon in the 
deep ocean. Later in the glacial cycle, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 becomes low (Figure S1a in Supporting Information S1, Table 1), 

the SO tends to release carbon to the atmosphere (Figure  2a); hence the expanded sea ice cover suppresses 
local carbon leakage, as found in G_ctl_nice and in previous studies (Morales Maqueda & Rahmstorf, 2002; 
Stephens & Keeling,  2000). Additionally, throughout a glacial cycle, the NP appears to be a passive carbon 
reservoir responding to changes in the deep Pacific overturning circulation (Figures S2 and S3 in Supporting 
Information S1).
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Figure 3. Conceptual diagram for temporal evolution of the glacial pCO2 drawdown. The three subplots are the idealized scenarios (demonstrated in the Atlantic 
Basin) in interglacial (a), early-glacial (b), and later-glacial (c) state, respectively. Solid curved arrows roughly depict the thermohaline circulation indicated by model 
studies and paleoceanographic proxies (see main text). NADW = North Atlantic Deep Water. GNAIW = Glacial North Atlantic Intermediate Water. AABW = Antarctic 
Bottom Water. The white boxes in different sizes over the surface ocean in the south represent the Southern Ocean (SO) sea ice cover. The green-white shading under 
the SO sea ice roughly marks the gradual increase of DIC concentration southward. The black-dashed line in the shading area roughly marks the boundary of the area 
under sea ice between net outgassing and net uptake. During glaciation (from panels (a) to (c)), the deep ocean becomes colder and saltier, associated with the gradual 
shoaling of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (i.e., NADW to GNAIW) and stronger stratification, weakening the mixing between bottom and intermediate 
water masses. North Atlantic cooling is strengthened and the solubility pump is enhanced. At the later-glacial stage (c), enhanced dust deposition considerably fertilizes 
the SO and increases the biological carbon pump. The additional carbon can be stored in the more stratified deep ocean, reducing CO2 in the atmosphere. As the 
atmospheric pCO2 is decreasing and the oceanic DIC increasing, together with the rising sea ice extension during glaciation, the “barrier effect” of sea ice shifts from 
preventing oceanic uptake of CO2 to blocking oceanic outgassing.
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Furthermore, increased dust deposition at the fully developed glacial state (G_ctl) raises the contribution of the 
SO in the global biological pump (larger 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴∗ ), indicating a higher efficiency of deep sequestration of regenerated 
carbon, as also found in previous studies (e.g., Kumar et al., 1995). In Figure 2b, we further found a clear negative 
relationship between 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴∗ and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 in IG_ctl together with three cooling experiments that can be fitted to:

𝑝𝑝CO
atm

2
= 464.96 − 8.34 ×𝑅𝑅∗ 

with 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴2 = 0.989 (Figure 2b). The regression line (green) can roughly represent the gradual cooling of the oceans 
(IG_ctl, IG_Gso, IG_Gns, and to G_ctl). Figure 2b shows that the SO contribution to the global marine biological 
pump is increasing from the early- to later-glacial stages. This is mainly caused by impacts of changing ocean 
circulation on nutrient distribution (Kwon et al., 2012), as well as by response of phytoplankton under variable 
growth conditions (e.g., Bradtmiller et al., 2006; Matsumoto & Sarmiento, 2008). Iron fertilization in later-glacial 
stages further strengthens the contribution of the SO biological pump (IG_Gns to IG_Gnsd).

Based on equilibrium sensitivity experiments, we elaborate the contributions of processes responsible for glacial 
𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 drawdown at idealized stages of a glaciation. Given the potential nonlinear feedback among them, tran-

sient experiments applying the changing boundary conditions of the last glacial cycle are highly desirable to 
assess the proposed bipolar synergy on glacial 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴CO

atm

2
 drawdown.
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